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Al-Anbaa

No one can deny the major TV pole of history
in polishing our experiences; also, no one
can deny that in the wisdom of those

before us, there are many lessons that we can still
take from them. But can we take these wisdoms as
conclusions that it is not right to absorb them in a
way that suits the life we are living at this time?

Even over exchanged calls, that we still repeat,
we conclude that they cannot be changed!
Among such sayings is: “We are controlling the
circumstances, and circumstances do not control
us”. This saying is good for encouraging people
and giving them more power and patience to
face the storms they go through. The meaning of
this sentence is similar to medicine that reduces
pain to give hope for recovery.

Yet, this statement puts us down many times,
following what we see around us, especially in
the work environment. If we, for example, look at
hospitals, we find patients in crowds, waiting
either standing or sitting on the floor, while the
doctors are under tremendous pressure. How can

the doctor or patient control circumstances and
improve the situation and control circumstances
in this case? The patient is compelled to wait in
the narrow passage because he cannot go ahead
of those in front of him and change circum-
stances.

For circumstances to change, they need a
change in the work process. The employee alone,
even if he is a hard worker, can only work through
what he was offered in opportunities and aid
tools. When any drawbacks take place, we blame
the human being and turn a blind eye to the
hardships that surrounded him. How can we
blame the human being who feels cold even
though he wears a coat? How can we blame a
child for crying if he feels hungry? Circumstances
do not change overnight - rather we need iron-
clad plans so that we can improve the situation
through them, because blaming people is much
easier than development. So, maybe for this rea-
son we are standing in place. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times

Controlling circumstances and development

Al-Qabas

By Dr Nadiya Al-Qinae

Any political bloc’s exaggerations in reminding
the government of previous political attitudes
to have it ‘return the favor’, especially when such

blocs are weak or attacked by other blocs, are political-
ly unwise. They might even lead to further weakness
and confusion for the concerned bloc, and may lead to
further concessions if any government parties show
any intention to help them.

Norms suggest that the government befriends no
one, and despite making temporary tactical political
deals to put opponents in place or politically clip their
fingernails if they ever cross redlines, it makes no
strategic alliances with political blocs or social factions.
On the other hand, bounties the government might
grant to its temporary friends are no more than some
senior positions or a deal that would soon evaporate
once the government has achieved its political goals
behind such coordination and eventually starts looking
for new partners. 

This is how any given government worldwide oper-
ates, because the world of politics is one of ‘interest
administration’ and ‘priorities reordering’. In addition,
our government may have a distinctive trait in monop-
olizing political decision by powers of the endless con-
stitutional authorities as well as its powerful media
tools that makes everyone always in need for it.

The government has been making tactical alliances
with all political blocs ever since independence and
thus has each national power up against each other. It
never hesitated to use the same amount of violence,
marginalization and alienation against the very same
bloc that used to generously benefit from it and enjoy
limited political prestige without allowing any given
party to become a real partner in political decision-
making. 

Therefore and strangely enough, many national
icons and leading politicians in most blocs might today
be prosecuted in state security cases or accused of
attempting to topple the regime. They might also
become members in the Kuwaiti scene tomorrow or
vice versa according to local power balances and politi-
cal arrangements. 

Accordingly, attempts to befriend the government
during tough political situations will not work and the
government might not even respond to them in the
first place. Even if it does, this will be limited and within
the government’s tactics. So, all political blocs must
realize the rules of the game and take whatever
stances according to the principles they really believe
in without waiting for bosses’ rewards in return! 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 

Pledging govt
alliance

Al-Jarida

By Dr Hassan Abdullah Jouhar

Crime
R e p o r t

3-mth-old baby
dies at creche 

KUWAIT: An Egyptian accused a nursery in Maidan
Hawally of killing his daughter unintentionally while there.
Reemas was a 3-month-old girl who was left at the nursery
while her parents went to work, then when they returned,
they were surprised by the girl’s death. The father accused
the nursery of negligence. The cause of the child’s death
and further details have not been made public. Detectives
are working on the case.

Chalet robbed

Criminal evidence technicians went to a chalet in
Qashaniya area to lift traces a thief may have left behind.
They went there after a citizen complained that an
unknown person broke into his chalet and stole a shot-
gun along with 375 cartridges. A neighbor was able to
note down the car plate number the thief was driving.
Police are working on the case.

Indian beaten, mugged

Farwaniya prosecutor ordered the arrest of two unknown
persons for beating and mugging an Indian, taking the
keys of his sponsors car, so he could not help arrest them.
The Indian told Omariya police that he went to the coop
to buy things for his sponsor, when the two beat him and
took his wallet which contained KD 200 and other docu-
ments.

Hash found in Abdaly

Abdaly customs officers found 500 grams of hashish in
the inspection area. They say it is most probably that a
driver got rid of it there. Officers sent the illicit material
to drugs control general department and investiga-
tions are underway. 
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Furniture theft reported

The name of a Gulf lady was placed on the wanted list as
her husband accused her of stealing furniture from their
home. The citizen told Waha police that he was on a trip,
then when he returned home he found the door broken
and found the furniture and appliances stolen and accused
his wife of doing it.

Indecent couple busted

Nugra police arrested an Egyptian man and Asian
woman after being caught in an unethical act behind a
mall. Both are charged with indecency in a public
place. They were sent to concerned authorities. - Al-Rai
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KUWAIT: A woman showcases various commodities that attract many female customers at Souq Al-Hareem (the women market). —KUNA


